Sente Limited was created on September 24, 2015 when Chris Suida, a UA Finance/Math graduate, imagined there being a simpler way to get home repairs done. Current crowdsourcing websites like Angie’s List and Home Advisor only provide a list of contractors for you to contact and arrange, and apps like TaskRabbit, although convenient to use, lack the caliber of craftsmen required to complete more skilled tasks like drywall repair and plumbing work.

A general manager in the construction industry, company founder Chris Suida knows dozens of local contractors and skilled handyman who are on-board with the idea of an application that lets them log in, search for jobs that require their certain skill, and bid on these jobs. Also interested are real estate agents looking for a convenient way to spruce up their latest listing, and college students needing an immediate repair done to their house before their landlord visits. Proof of concept is there! Now a legally incorporated company, Sente Limited requires a technical officer to handle the software and development aspect of the business.

This job posting is for an eventual CTO position. Initially, the candidate will be in charge of developing Sente Limited’s flagship crowdsourcing app but, as the business evolves, will more than likely take the role of CTO. Candidates for this position should:

- Be able to program Android or Apple apps or both
- Be highly motivated and responsible
- Be willing to join a brand new company

Interested applicants should email a greeting and resume to Chris Suida at sentelimited@gmail.com

We look forward to hearing from you.